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Eric Rosenau, Suzanne Wilkins and Mike Nyberg live it up a little.
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Cal Poly nightlife is pretty wild
Homework, TV, sleep occupy most nocturnal hours
By Stewart McKenzie
s ta ff W riter

It is expected in the life of a college student
to keep weeknight hours that would be con
sidered unusual in real life. Cal Poly is no ex
ception. But students may not find
themselves at the books all night.
Indeed, excitement aplenty awaits the typi
cal student on a weeknight.
“ If Farmer’s Market isn’t there, it’s
definitely TV night,’’ said Karen Schulze.
“ Sometimes I’ll go to Safeway to shop for

food.’’
“ Dinner, snooze for a few hours, TV a few
hours, then sleep for seven hours,’’ said Peter
Doctors.
“ I’ll watch ‘Late Night (with David Letterman)’ and whatever else is on after until
I’m tired,’’ said Chris Tonas.
OK, maybe not that exciting. It’s probably
because of all that darn studying.
Tonas prefers to get his homework done in
the evening rather than the penalty of mornSee NIGHTLIFE, page 7

By Anna Cekola
s ta ff W riter

A recommendation against
1988-90
catalog
curriculum
change proposals by the School
of Liberal Arts was recently
made by the dean of another
school and has been met with
surprise by liberal arts faculty.
The School of Liberal Arts has
proposed two new majors and
additional classes in various
departments.
Harry J. Busselen, Jr., dean of
the School of Professional
Studies and Education, said his
recommendation to Associate
Vice President for Academic Af
fairs Glenn W. Irvin was made
out of concern for the difficulty
students
have enrolling in
general education classes.
“ The School of Liberal Arts
has every right to make their
own decisions, but a school with
such a substantial
general
education component must also
concern itself with the rights of
the students and the obligation
to provide courses for all stu
dents,’’ Busselen said. “ I’m sure
the school is considering that,
but the question is how much of
it they are considering.’’
Busselen said that after ana
lyzing the School of Liberal Arts’
curriculum changes packet, he

became concerned over the
availability of staffing necessary
for the estimated additional 200
hours of class and two new ma
jors.
The two majors proposed are
music and philosophy. Cal Poly
currently offers only minors in
See page 8 for Academic Senate
actio n
on
the
proposed
phiiosophy major.

each department. The Academic
Senate is discussing these pro
posals and will send its recom
mendations to Irvin.
In his memorandum to Irvin,
Busselen stated this concern as
“ a loss to understand how a
school which hasn’t sufficient
resources to meet the GE&B
(general education and breadth)
program needs can submit pro
posals that will effect an increase
In the same memorandum
Busselen added, “ I do not believe
that any of Liberal Arts’ present
or anticipated faculty resources
should be allocated to new
courses and programs until the
school provides an adequate
number of sections of GE&B
courses to eliminate the student
backlog and to meet future stu
dent needs.”
See LIBERAL, page 9

Lag in grades leaves athletic eligibility hazy
By Dan Ruthemeyer
Sports Editor

Slowness in the processing of grades at Cal
Poly may result in academically ineligible
athletes continuing to compete in their
sports, said Cal Poly’s athletic repre
sentative.
English professor Michael Wenzl said aca
demically ineligible athletes may continue to
compete for up to a month due to the
slowness with which grades are processed.
“ What we do is go ahead and wait until we
see the grades (before determining eligibili-

ty),’’ he said. “ We’re not real comfortable
with that, but that’s how we do it. We act on
data.”
As athletic representative, one of Wenzl’s
duties is to monitor the eligibility of athletes
and to notify the National Collegiate Athletic
Association when an athlete slips below the
2.0 overall college GPA or the 2.0 GPA at Cal
Poly.
Despite the possibility that ineligible
athletes are being allowed to compete, Wenzl
said because the university is not doing it in
tentionally, there is little fear that the NCAA

will become concerned.
“ It is the institution’s responsibility to say
that when we put athletes on the field we
should be able to say in good faith that they
are eligible,” said Wenzl. “ If you don’t have
data on which you must make a decision, how
can 1 fault you on that?
“ 1 have to assume if an athlete was eligible
the quarter before they will be eligible this
quarter,” said Wenzl. “ I assume athletes will
make grades. I don’t take an ambush ap
proach.”
See GRADES, page 9

Engineering block scheduling withdrawn
By John Grennan
Staff W riter

A proposal for block scheduling of classes
in the electronic and electrical engineering
department was withdrawn from vote in the
Academic Senate last week after being re
jected by the academic curriculum committee
bya vote of 8-1.
James Harris, head of the EE/EL depart
ment • and proponent of the issue, withdrew
his proposal after a discussion of block
scheduling in the Academic Senate.
Block scheduling would have required
EE/EL students to take corequisite classes in
their junior year and take between 12 and 14

units per quarter in their major.
“ The students and the Academic Senate
didn’t have the confidence the students could
handle the schedule,” said Harris. “ We’d
better prepare them for what they will face
on the job or we’re doing them a disservice.”
Harris said he believes block scheduling
would better prepare students for their
futures as engineers. “ Students must show
the ability to handle time pressures and a
work load,” he said. “ It’s not sufficient just
to have the quality.”
Chairman of the engineering council and
senior electrical engineering student Todd
Reinart said he was very happy it didn’t

pass. “ It creates an elitist system,” he said.
“ It’s not practical.”
What Harris liked about block scheduling
was that all students would be taking the
same classes at the same time. “ They would
have the same work load and be evaluated
equally,” he said.
Reinart countered this argument by saying
that not only would students be graded by
different teachers, but there could be no
guarantee of getting in classes.
Among the other reasons Reinart didn’t
like the idea was that it would deter people
from going on co-ops, discourage outside acSee BLOCK, page 7

Contrary to popular be
lief, cramming and allnighters aren’t require
ments of college life.
See INSIGHT, page 5.

IN QUOTES
The utterance which an
adult knows to be a
“lie” may well reflect a
child’s deepest convic
tion, at least at the mo
ment it pops out.
—Garry Trudeau
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REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK
Kathy Kent

Hart’s fall is an issue
of political stupidity

Ticket scalpers ruin
graduation’s dignity
making a pure profit off some
thing they received for free and
are taking advantage of people
who are in a tight spot.
If, for instance, people want to
invite their parents and both sets
of grandparents, they are already
short one ticket. And what about
siblings or close friends? The
ideal situation would be for those
who are using only a couple of
their tickets to pass the rest
along to people who need more.
Some argue that it is a simple
case of supply and demand. Peo
ple who want extra tickets badly
enough will pay whatever is nec
essary to get them. The problem
this argument is that those
This momentous oc with
who desperately want extra tick
casion is marred by
ets may not have the money to
the dilemma o f tickets pay for them, especially if the
prices soar toward 5150 a ticket
It’s one thing to scalp tickets
for a concert or a sporting event,
audience members will have to but graduation is a once-in-apay upwards of 50 bucks to sit lifetime occurrence. The ceremo
through a cerem ony that ny itself is sometimes boring,
everyone else entered for free. and it gets hot wearing the cap
For Cal Poly students, gradua and gown in the June sun. But it
tion is the light at the end of the is a time for parents to take pride
tunnel.
U nfortunately,
this in the accomplishments of their
momentous occasion is marred children and a time for graduates
by the dilemma of graduation to c e le b r a te a c h ie v in g a
tickets.
Because of space limitations,
each graduating senior is given
There are some grad
only five tickets, and people
uates who prey on the
must then decide who they want
to alienate by not inviting them
plight o f others.
to the graduation ceremony.
Some seniors agonize over the
decision and consider missing the
ceremony to avoid having to milestone in their lives. By tak
make a choice.
ing advantage of this situation,
Then there are some graduates scalpers of graduation tickets are
who prey on the plight of others. demeaning the accomplishments
They collect their allotted tickets of themselves and other gradu
and sell them instead of atten ates.
ding the ceremony. When it
If those who sell graduation
comes down to whether or not tickets think about how they
grandma waits in the car while would feel if the situation were
everyone else watches Johnny reversed, maybe they would
graduate, many will put up the come to their senses and have a
money to buy tickets from little sympathy for their fellow
classmates.
graduates. After all, money
Not only is this on the level of earned from selling tickets is
emotional blackmail, it also is the quickly spent, but photographs
ultimate in greed and pettiness. and memories of the graduation
Those who sell their tickets are ceremony can last a lifetime.

Editor — The issue of invasion
of privacy by the press is .a hot
topic. But by criticizing the
press’ role in Gary H art’s
downfall, you missed the hotter
issue: the right of voters to see
how a public figure handles
himself politically. The press
(and most everyone else) is con
fused by the Hart scandal
because adultery and womaniz
ing are subjective issues. But
political stupidity is more objec
tive. The real issue is not that
Hart has proven himself to be
immoral (because everyone sees
sexual morality differently); the
real issue is that Hart has proven
himself to be unworthy of the
presidency — the most politically
visible office in the land.
Gary Hart failed political boot
camp. The public thinks he failed
moral boot camp, too.
GREG MCKENNEY

The stage is set. Hundreds of
people pour in for the event of
the year. Tickets were depleted
quickly and all remaining tickets
were sold by scalpers weeks be
fore the event. A hushed expec
tancy *settles over the crowd as
the music begins.
This has all the makings of a
sold-out rock concert, but it is
really the ceremony that honors
the culmination of years of hard
work. The music is “ Pomp and
Circumstance” and the ceremony
is commencement.
The true irony is that some
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QUOTES OF THE WEEK
“ 1 would certainly like to know why a trigger-happy pilot
decided to fire on the basis of radar signals, why there wasn’ t
more identification.”

Howard Baker, White House chief of staff, reacting to the Iraqi
attack on the USS Stark.
“ It was just like in the movies. Tw o officers walked up to the
house about 3 o’clock and said, ‘Sir, we regret to inform you
that your son gave his life in the line of duty.’ ”

Robert DeAngelis, whose son was killed in the attack.
“ Donna still has trouble believing it could have been one of her
friends, but it had to have been one of her friends.”

Yet another friend of Donna Rice, who thinks an acquaintance
tipped off The Miami Herald oi her relationship with Gary Hart.
“ Obviously we have more problems than the rest of the state
put together.”

Los Angeles school board member Roberta Weintraub after
learning that Los Angeles’ high school dropout rate is tops in
the state.
“ We kind of felt our way through the year and that’s where we
lost some o f our am bition.”

ASI vice president Stan Van Vleck on the need of job descrip
tions for ASI officers.
“ W e’d probably handle it the way we’d handle R-rated movies.”

John Scott of KSBY-TV on running condom ads.
“ W e’ll do everything we can (to help) under the circumstances,
although we can’t go around chopping down trees. The students
would probably rio t.”

Cal Poly groundskeeper George Mead on efforts to make the
campus safe for allergy sufferers.
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Tipsy Taxi needs help
from all campus clubs
Editor
— Attention campus
clubs! The Tipsy Taxi program
has received from ASI $2,000 of
its needed budget of $2,500. This
program is not only important
because it helps keep drunken
people from getting behind the
wheel,
it is also available to
everyone in the community. It
strengthens student-community
relations just when it needs it the
most.
Last fall,
the IFC donated
money tothis program, which is
fantastic. But where is the com
munity-service support from
other campus organizations? The
Greek community should not be
the only one to provide support.
Two weeks ago the Poly Phase
club donated $100, and we would
like to challenge any club to join
in supporting the Tipsy Taxi
program, no matter how small or
large the donation. Come on!
DAVE BENHAM
Letters must be submitted to
Room 226 of the Graphic
Arts Building. They must be
typewritten or printed, 250
words or shorter, and include
the writer’s signature and
telephone number.
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Group’s charges lack support

Reagan had Iran-Contra role

Stark had seconds to defend

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The American Humane
Association has been unable to substantiate allegations
that trainers abused chimpanzees in the movie “ Project
X,’’ and possibly killed two of the animals, a group of
ficial said Wednesday.
Game show host and animal rights activist Bob
Barker said three weeks ago that he and the Society
Against Vivisection were told that trainers used black
jacks or clubs to beat the animals during 81 days of
filming for “ Project X.”
The movie, starring Matthew Broderick, is about a
young Air Force pilot who saves a group of chimps from
a terrible experiment.
“ The American Humane Association has not found a
single instance of abuse that can be substantiated,’’ said
association official Carmelita Pope. She characterized
the allegations of the animal rights group “ a rumor that
somehow grew.’’

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Iran-Contra hearings in
Congress show President Reagan was a key player in the
secret campaign to fund Nicaraguan rebels, not the
hands-off, ill-informed leader described in the Tower
commission report.
As evidence accumulates that Reagan was deeply in
volved, he has changed tactics and now readily ac
knowledges he played a major role.
Underscoring his new policy, Reagan told interviewers
in Chattanooga, Tenn., on Tuesday that “ the only thing
about which I have no answer is the apparent funds in
the Swiss bank accounts supposedly that came from our
shipment of arms to Iran.”
He was referring to profits from the clandestine sale of
arms to Iran that supposedly were used to help the Con
tra rebels in Nicaragua. On that point, he has con
sistently denied knowing anything about a diversion of
funds.
“ To suggest that I am just finding out or that things
are being exposed that 1 didn’t know about — no. Yes, I
was kept briefed on that,” Reagan said last Friday.
“ As a matter of fact, I was very definitely involved in
the decisions about support to the freedom fighters,” he
said. “ It was my idea to begin with.”

MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — The captain of the USS
Stark said Wednesday his men had only seconds to de
fend their ship against an Iraqi missile strike — too late
to prevent the attack that claimed 37 lives.
Cmdr. Glenn Brindel told a news conference the crew
intentionally kept the Phalanx anti-missile system on
manual to avoid shooting down the wrong .target in the
crowded waters and airprace of the Persian Gulf. If the
system had been on automatic, he said, the missile strike
might have been prevented.
In his first public comments since Sunday’s attack,
Brindel said the Stark’s crew knew at least one Iraqi F-1
Mirage was approaching, but the crew did not realize
missiles had been fired until it was “ too late.”

Bridge engineers honored
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Seven engineers who
worked on the construction of the Golden Gate Bridge
50 years ago were honored Wednesday as the bridge’s
anniversary celebration got under way.
Later, officials cast a wreath under the bridge in
memory of 10 workers who lost their lives in an accident
during the last year of the bridge’s construction.
The event at the bridge’s toll plaza was the first in
days of celebration and ceremony to mark the golden
anniversary of the sweeping orange landmark, one of the
mos.i recognizable in the world.
The ceremony was conducted in front of a statue of
Joseph Strauss, the chief engineer of the bridge project,
amid the colorful flower beds trapped in the snapshots of
thousands of tourists each year.

San Jose gets a trolley car
SAN JOSE (AP) — The first operating trolley car in
Santa Clara County’s $421 million light-rail system
made a run Tuesday.
Although the northern segment of the 20-mile line is
not expected to open until December, Santa Clara Coun
ty Supervisor Rod Diridon said the system will “ make
us look more like Paris than Los Angeles by the end of
the century.’’
The $1 million trolley was officially named
“ Challenge.”

Cancer risk could be reduced
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Environmental Protec
tion Agency could eliminate 98 percent of the theoretical
risk of developing cancer and non-cancerous tumors from
pesticide residues on food, a committee of the National
Academy of Sciences reported Wednesday.
This could be accomplished by applying a uniform goal
of “ negligible risk” in EPA regulations, the committee
said.
“ Negligible risk” should be a one-in-a-million chance of
developing a tumor, said the committee on pesticide
regulation. Such a strategy would have to ignore the
benefits of pesticides that resulted in greater risk, the
committee said.
The agency, however, must aim at “ zero risk” in some
circumstances, and that can actually increase risk by
prolonging the use of chemicals that otherwise could be
replaced by safer products, committee members said.
The committee made no attempt to estimate the actual
risk of cancer from pesticides in the diet but did put the
far-greater theoretical “ worst case” risk of tumors caus
ed by 28 common chemicals at a little less than six
chances in a thousand over a lifetime.

Car bombs kill 3 in S. Africa
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — Two car
bombs exploded a minute apart outside a downtown
courthouse at lunch hour Wednesday, killing three white
policemen and injuring five officers and nine civilians,
police said.
Authorities blamed the outlawed African National
Congress for the attack, which they said was the worst
ever in Johannesburg. The police death toll was believed
to be the highest ever from a suspected guerrilla bomb
ing.
The bomb-laden cars were parked near the
magistrate’s court building at the edge of Johan
nesburg’s financial district. The second and more power
ful blast sprayed shrapnel into police officers who had
just arrived to investigate the first blast.

S. Korea to ship fewer VCRs
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — South Korea, alarmed
by its fast-growing trade surplus with the United States,
said Wednesday it will restrain shipment of video
cassette recorders and nine other items to the American
market starting July 1.
Officials at the Ministry of Trade and Industry said
the measure was in line with the South Korean gov
ernment’s promise to restrict its trade surplui with the
United States this year to last year’s level of $7.3 billion.
South Korea has taken various market-opening
measures in recent months, cutting tariffs or lifting
restrictions on foreign imports in a move to avert grow
ing trade frictions, mainly with the United States, which
takes 40 percent of its annual exports.
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Speed limits change;
confusion expected
the
A m erican
A utom obile
Association.
“ As people begin to make their
outings outside of the urban
areas and cross state lines,
they’re going to encounter a real
hopscotch of various speed
laws,’’ Right said.
The confusion has gone beyond
the interstates. Nevada reports
more speeding on the state’s U.S.
highways since it increased the
speed limit to 65 mph for rural
interstates in April.
“ People didn’t understand it
applied only to the interstates
and not to other roads,’’ Nevada
Transportation Director Garth
Dull said.
Dull noted that Nevada has
hundreds of miles of straightas-a-shot highway through emp
ty desert. And it was the last
state to post any speed limit on
outlying highways.

(AP)— Confusion over varying
55 mph and 65 mph speed limits
on the nation’s interstates won’t
keep ticket-writing state troopers
from etching this Memorial Day
weekend permanently in the
memory of many motorists.
Since Congress voted April 2
to give states the option of
boosting the speed limit to 65
mph on rural interstates, 24
states have switched sections of
their interstates to the higher
limit and 15 are considering it.
Sections of the interstates runn
ing through cities with popula
tions over 50,000 must remain at
55 mph under the federal law.
Although states have been
converting to 65 mph for almost
two months, widespread confu
sion about the change could sur
face this weekend, the traditional
start of the summer vacation,
said Mike Right, spokesman for
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Ending the all-nighter:
studying to take control
The best in study habits and grades requires organization
and preparedness to avoid procrastination and stress
By Danielle Letenyei, staff writer
any students are familiar with
the all-night cram sessions that
go hand-in-hand with midterms
and finals. But, studying material from
the whole quarter at three in the morning
on a caffeine high is not the most effective
way of studying.
Several Cal Poly experts on study habits
say that procrastination is the biggest
problem students have when it comes to
studying. Procrastination usually results
in cramming and the dreaded all-nighter.
“ Cramming is the most ineffective way
of studying,” said Trish Stewart, a coor
dinator at the Learning Assistance Center.
“ It doesn’t allow enough time to learn a
lot of material.”
If a student is having trouble
understanding a class, the Learning
Assistance Center offers tutors and semi
nars that can help students on specific
subjects and improve studying tech■niques.
“ The main function of this center is to
work with students and their study
skills,” said Stewart. “ We hold various
seminars and have three counselors who
work with students.”
Time management is a way to avoid
procrastination and cramming, and it is
also the best study habit a student can
have, according to Leslie Ramsden, a
reading specialist. “ Students who pro
crastinate finds themselves with too little
time to learn information and they stress
out.”
Ramsden said that she believes in “ test
anxiety” and feels that as a student’s
knowledge increases, anxiety decreases.
“ The more prepared you are the less

M

stressed out you will be.”
Ramsden teaches a class on efficient
reading (ED 125). The class covers all
aspects of study habits and the most effi
cient ways of studying. Topics such as
speed reading, reading study methods and
effective notetaking are included as equal
ly important to the study process.
One notetaking method taught in
Ramsden’s class is the Cornell System
Format. What this format entails is going
through notes after class, pulling out the
key points and phrases and putting them
in the left hand margin.
Ramsden also suggested underlining or
highlighting notes to emphasize key
points. She said students should use a
pencil to underline because it’s eraseable
and isn’t as distracting as the colorful

‘Cramming is the most
ineffective way o f studying.
It doesn*t allow time
to learn a lot o f material.'
Trish Stewart
—

pens.
“ A study that was done on the effec
tiveness of underlining showed that stu
dents who underlined an average amount
and less got higher scores on their exam

than those who underlined more than the
average,” said Ramsden. She also said
when students are buying used books they
should buy one with the least amount of
marks so they aren’t studying what
someone else thought was important.

‘A rapid reader*s involved
with the text. Choppy
reading leaves too much
time fo r daydreaming. *
Leslie Ramsden
—

Ramsden said that speed reading and
students’ reading rates can affect their
ability to study. “ A rapid reader is in
volved with the text,” she said. “ Choppy
reading leaves too much time for
•daydreaming.”
Ramsden mentioned a number of effec
tive study skills that students should use:
•Develop a time management schedule
•Recite out loud while studying
•Use flash cards, outlining techniques,
and mapping techniques (drawing a pic
ture to visualize material)
•Use mnemonics (acroynyms) and
rhyme association
•Study with a partner (if both are
prepared but the partner knows less)
•Talk to the professor if unsure of the

material
•Maintain a well-balanced diet; get rest
and exercise
•Take time for leisure activities
Stewart
described
effective
time
management as “ setting priorities, break
ing tasks down into small items and writ
ing down the things that need to be done.”
What Ramsden, Stewart and zoology
professor Alvin DeJong stress is that
students read the material in the book be
fore they go to daily lectures.
DeJong said one thing students can do
to do well in his class is to keep up to date
on the material. He said that if a student
keeps up to date it is easier to understand
the material and it allows the student to
build on the information.
Reading the book before class, jotting
down important points from the book and
editing notes as soon as possible after lec
ture are the best ways to prepare for a
test, said Stewart.
“ I would recommend that, at the end of
the week, students consolidate all the in
formation they got from the lectures that
week,” said Stewart.
In the past students have looked for the
“ easy way” to pass exams without taking
the time to study. One such tactic is to
listen to a tape of notes while sleeping.
“ Listening to a tape of the lecture while
asleep will not help you pass your test,”
advised Ramsden,
On Scantron tests, another common but
erroneous tactic is choosing “ B” when all
else fails. Stewart said that such test
taking myths are not recommended.
Preparing will give much better results,”
she said.
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By Kim Holweger

reported discussing sexually transm itted disease/
condom use before intercourse with a new partner.
lthough respondents in an informal
Newsweek On Campus reported that 74 percent of
Mustang Daily poll reported they are more
sexually active students surveyed at Stanford in 1986 do
concerned about AIDS than nuclear war,
not ask their partners about STDs before intercourse.
few admitted to changing their sexual
Students at Cal Poly seem to be less concerned,
behavior in response to fear of the fatal
however, about having a partner without a long list of
disease.
previous experiences. A study done by psychologist
Fifty-eight percent ot those surveyed said they are
Srully Blotnick showed that 22 percent of college women
more concerned about AIDS (acquired immune deficien
nationally indicated that they wanted their next lover to
cy syndrome) than nuclear war. Additionally, 97 percent
be a virgin, as compared to 9 percent in 1977. Eightyof the 100 Cal Poly students surveyed expressed a con
two percent of Cal Poly students responded that it did
cern about the spread of AIDS. Yet only 26 percent of
not matter whether or not their lover had a past sexual
Vl'll
those surveyed who are sexually active said they have
history, and only one woman stated that she preferred to
done anything to stop the transmission of AIDS.
have a virgin for her next lover.
....
Although the surgeon general has acknowledged that
Respondents also indicated they are reducing risk by
condoms are second only to abstinence in protection
sticking to one partner. Of those who are sexually active,
against AIDS, survey respondents indicated that their
87 percent said they have relations with only one person.
,l|i'
condom use has declined since they found out about the
“ A permanent, monogamous, heterosexual sex life is
....
disease, from 28 to 22 percent.
the only safe sex,” said Nash. “ With every new partner,
The information is available, and awareness is on the
the individual is taking on the other person’s whole sex
.¡ill"
rise. Ninety-nine percent of those surveyed have heard of
history.”
AIDS. Pamphlets are widely available on the subject,
Nash said he feels that students are changing their
MtKESHOUP/Mustang Daily
and have been used by an untold number of concerned
sexual
behavior in response to the increased information
Fear of AIDS hasn’t stopped students from getting close.
students. The problem, it would appear, is the apparent
now available on AIDS. He said that although it is dif
gap between learning about the disease and actually do
ficult to tell how drastically behavior is changing, there
ing something about it.
has been more attention paid to the subject of AIDS on
This could be because the average student does not see
a national level since January.
AIDS as a personal threat, said Dr. James Nash, direc
“ They are listening to the information,” he said.
tor of the Health Center.
Although AIDS seems like a distant threat to most
Most Cal Poly students, like students across the na
college students, interest in the subject is reported to be
tion, initially have a difficult time applying safe sex in
rising on most campuses, including Cal Poly. Nash said
formation to themselves, he said. Yet with 74 percent of
it is difficult to keep a supply of AIDS pamphlets on
the women and 60 percent of the men surveyed reporting
hand. And education, he believes, is the first step in the
to be sexually active, there is a need for precautions to
control of AIDS.
avoid an increase in AIDS cases at Cal Poly.
“ Education helps,” said Nash. “ If students do take
Although Poly students say the
Although there are AIDS patients at the university,
risks, at least they will understand the risks better and
spread of AIDS frightens them more
Nash said few people realize it because there is only a
understand the responsibility involved.”
small number of cases, and because the patients pose
Nash said sometimes it takes a direct, almost personal
than does the threat of nuclear war,
little danger except to partners or to those with whom
scare to make people change their behavior. The deaths
their actions do not seem to show it
they share needles.
of Rock Hudson or Liberace might have been enough to
Nash said students have trouble seeing themselves as
bring it home to some students, he said, but nothing
may have three ladies who he sleeps with to realize that
potential AIDS victims because they see themselves as
could have the impact of a death of a member of the in
it’s risky behavior.”
smart, relatively affluent people with strong goals. This
dividual’s immediate family.
In “ The Year of Loving Dangerously,” an article on
makes the possibility of contracting AIDS or another
“ Each locality thinks ‘it’s not going to happen here,’ ”
changing sexual behavior that appeared in the April edi
sexually transmitted disease (STD) seem very slim.
he said. “ It will take the death of a well-known professor,
tion of Newsweek On Campus, a Georgetown University
“ It’s human nature to deny risks,” said Nash. “ It’s
ASI president or football player” for Cal Poly to become
senior is quoted as saying, “ 1 don’t think that people are
hard for some young man who, over the course of a year.
aware that AIDS is a serious threat.
aware that victims could possibly be white,
“ I don’t wish the Reagan children any harm,” said
Protestant or Catholic, middle or upper
Nash, “ but all it would take is for one of his sons to get
class. It’s always the others.”
AIDS.”
Survey results showed that Cal Poly stu
Another reason the AIDS epidemic may not hit home
dents may be communicating more effec
to Cal Poly students is the fact that it is viewed as a
tively with new partners, however, in an ef
“ homosexual” disease. It is true that homosexual men,
fort to practice safe sex. Nearly half of
bisexuals, partners of either group and intravenous drug
those surveyed who are sexually active
users still make up 91 percent of the 33,000 reported
AIDS cases in the United
States. Also true is the fact that
mimm*
only 2 percent of those surveyed
m;cK>T owNtai
C
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*
O
f
A
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at Cal Poly say they fall into this
at
high-risk group. However, people
who contracted the disease
heterosexually make up 4 percent
of the national total, and the
College Night
percentage is rising.
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COUPON SAVINGS
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10% OFF-

UÑUFACTURERS7
ÍPORTS
7 The Bottom
Une in
Athletic Apparel

(with coupon) ^
Cannot be used to purchase
seconds. One coupon per customer

loim
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—

i w a a s s T B o i t r ^ u p o K r ----------------

1 Q % 'Q F F s -

TRIATHLON ® RUNNING ® BIKING
SWIMMING ®AEROBICS

(with coupon) _ _ /
Cannot be used to purchase
seconds. One coupoifper customer

SAVE 20 -8 0 % EVERYDAY

w r t B S '“ "

Hind VR7 Bike Shorts............. $19.95
Hind Sportights.....................$19.75
Running Shorts................... $ 7.95
Men’s Swimsuits............... Under $10.00
Women’s Swimwear............... Under $20.00

—

M
a n u f acturers / ggg Higuera

O ñ íü T L E iy
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[ML»rang p ^ c o 5 p d ft|

an ufa c tu r er s /
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541-6019

(with coupon)™"™^'

Expires 6/13/87. Cannot be used to purchase
seconds. One coupon per custom er per purchase.

O A K L E Y • S U B 4 • M o v in g C o m fo r t • B o d y F u e l
S W A N S • D A N S K IN • D U C H A R IK • S O R B O T H A N E
JO G B RA«SPENKO
fA M U H A n T im c n o x D O W N T O W N S L O

E x p ir e s e n w .

10% OFF

R eed S tre e t B ik in is ......................................... $9.95
Kiwi
K25
Cycling
H e l m e t . . . Reg
$49.95... Now
$34.95

^ m is _ ____/

Expires 6/13/87.
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T S
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iUTLET

Mon-Sat 10-6pm
\_
Sun
12-5pm
T h u rs N ite til 9:00pm

All Danskin Leatards and Tights.
Expires 6/13/87.
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Call the
Dom ino’s
Nearest tc
You Today!
South SLO
3195 C McMillan

DOMINO’S
■' -Y, ' '
y

.

■ '0

imr

549-9999

2 FREE COKES!
With any pizza.
u

One coupon per pizza
Expires; 6 /1 5 /8 7

239-8508
544-3636
549-9999
528-0800
481-3171
466-7880^

" “ “ “ T M îis ïS r iô T iS ilÿ T S o û p c S ^

Foothill Area
775 A Foothill

30 MINUTE GUARANTEE
Good for $2.00 off if your pizza doesn’t
arrive within 30 minutes.

544-3636
'Y,

Paso Robles
627 Spring
\k

P aso R o b le s:
Foothill Area:
South SLO:
Los Osos:
Arroyo Grande:
Atascadero:

J

239-8508

Paso Robles :
Foothill Area:
South SLO:
Los Osos:

^
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 6/15/87

X

239-8508
544-3636
549-9999
528-0800
481-3171
466-7880

-----------------P u i E ñ g ~ B o n r ^ p 5 n r -----------------Los Osos
2084 A 9th

FREE EXTRA THICK CRUST
With any pizza.

r

Atascadero
8305 El Camino Real

One coupon per pizza
Expires: 6 /1 5 /8 7

466-7880

P aso R o b le s:
Foothill Area:
South SLO:
Los Osos:
Arroyo Grande:
Atascadero:

239-8508
544-3636
549-9999
528-0800
481-3171
466-7880^

'T M iS 5 rS ^ D 0 1 Íy ~ C Ó i¿ io ñ r

$1.00 OFF

Arroyo Grande
140 S. Elm

NO SHIRT, NO SH OES,
NO PROBLEM !

Any 16” pizza.

481-3171

OPEN LATE
AND POR
LUNCH!

C

“

One coupon per pizza
Expires; 6 /1 5 /8 7

P aso R o b le s:
Foothill Area:
South SLO:
Los Osos:
Arroyo Grande:
Atascadero:

239-8508
544-3636
549-9999
528-0800
481-3171
466-7880

I

Foothill Plaza
793 Foothill BLVD
San Luis Obispo
543-3399

OPEN LATE!
lüam to Midnight

Subway sandwiches
and salads are made
fresh, one at a time, us
ing the choicest fresh
ingredients. Available in
11 delicious varieties in
cluding seafood and
crab salad, the classic
Italian BMT and our
heaping succulent club.
Get the fresh alternative
at Subway!

|
S

I

I

Buy One, Get One 1/2 Price!
Buy any Footlong SUB and get a
Footlong Sub OF EQUAL value for 1/2 Price!
(w/coupon)
Not Valid w /other offers
OPEN LATE
TILL MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK'

expires 6 /4 /8 7
Foothill Plaza Blvd.
San Luis Obispo
543-3391,

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
FREE SUB

Buy any Footlong SUB after 9:00pm and receive
a comparable 6 ” SU B FREE! WE BAKE OUR OWN BREAD!
(w/coupon)
not valid w /other offers

« s u B iy y ii^ v ^
S a n d w ic h e s ft S a la d s

549- 8200

V a iU

,

Hata

expires 6 /4 /8 7

549-8200

6 Tanning
Sessions

$18.00

• Silk Wraps
• Acrylics

1110 M o rro St. SLO

expires 6/15/87

• Manicures

549-8200^^
You Can Wear Your Spring Cloths Too!
Be Tan Before You Go H om e This S um m er!

Pyll 3 g^ Qf Acrylics
or Silk Wrap Nails

$ 30.00

1110 M o rro St. San Luis O bispo
(behind H aagen D az)

1110 M o rro St. SLO

Do Something
Beautiful
for Your

expires 6/15/87

ROGER RIVERA, D.D.S.
Familv
Cosmetic Dental Care
t S e NTAL E X A l ^
& OTCESSARY X-RAYS
(Cleaning not included)
zK ^ with coupon
(a $50 value)
1100 Grove St. 543-5626 SLO

ROGER RIVERA, D.D.S.
Family and Cosmetic Dental Care

Preventive & restorative care
■ Emergency appointments

ROGER RIVERA, D.D.S.
Family & Cosmetic Dental Care

Cosmetic services
■ Insurance plans accepted

10 % O E E
a n y service
(w ith co u p o n )

M onday - Saturday & Evenings

1100 Grove Street

543-5626

Not valid with other special offers

San Luis Obispo

543-5626 SLO

1100 Grove St.

[MijwcwiQ DcMIy Coupon]

9{pzu Open
Saturdays
9AM-2PM
Serving Brunch

2for 1
Brunches
(Saturdays Only)
tak;

(will be charged highest price)
expires 6/30/87

Good M on. thru Thurs. Only

'|l3 l3 K » ? r TSaify T I S S o n T “ “ “ “ "

2 for 1
‘TiviCight 'Dinners
served 4:30-6:00 nightly
S alm o n $9.95 T ro u t $7.95
C h ick en R o se m a ry $6.95
S w o rd fish $8.95
450 M arsh St., SLO_________

Twilight Dinners
served between 4:30 & 6:00 nightly
,

. (will be charged highest price)

Good Mon. thru Thurs. Only

expires 6/30/87

cetera

10% off on any
purchase
et c e te r a

• Largest selection of Alternative gift cards
• Personalized Imprinting Available

• New Posters in Stock

expires 6/13/8/ |

must present coupon with purchase

• Biggest Selection of Calendars
• Saint Patrick Days Cards
And Especially Cuddly Russ-Berrie Plush Stuffed Animals

Hours:

M on-Sat 9:30-6pm
Thurs Till 9:30pnn
Sun 10-5pm

SMALL
10”

PLAIN CHEESE
PLUS ONE TOPPING
TWO TOPPINGS
THREE TOPPINGS
FOUR TOPPINGS
EXTRA TOPPINGS

TAKE M' BAKE
PIZZA»
Pick your favorites

Mushrooms
Pepperoni
Green Pepper
Linguica
Pineapple

Onions
Salami
Canadian Bacon
Jalapeno Peppers

RnSS

54 4-23 12

PIZZA

2.75
3.20
3.65
4.1Ü
4.55
Ü.6Ü

O O IU I R O

Pepperoni, Sausage,
0 \ J Salami, Olives
A Mushrooms
Bell Peppers,
Onions

■

Ground Beef

VEGETABLE
PIZZA

\

Free Card

Wifh purchase of 2 graduation cards receive I
a free fathers day card
j
(of equal or lesser volue)
■

et c e te r a

879 H iguera, SLO

Olives

by

Mushrooms,
Bell Peppers, Onions.
Olives

5.8Ü

4.25

MEDIUM
12”

3.90
4.50
5.10
5.70
6.30
0.70
7.80.

5,80

I

■
expires 6/13/87 J

must present coupon with purchase

LARGE
16”

5.50
6.35
7.15
7.95
8.75
0.95
9.95

7,85

CO

TAKE N’ BAKE PIZZA
Take and Bake and SAVE

LARGE 16in. 2 topping PIZZA
$6.75

CO

CO

2 Topping Medium 12” $4.75
2 Topping Small 10” $3.25
Call ahead wi’ ll have your order ready!
CO

No Other offers

Ja k e ’ s

541-6606
Foothill Plaza S.L.O.

expires
6 /3 0 /8 7

Ja k e ’s

Ja k e ’ s

Jake’s

I

.

Carpet Cleaners
50% OffSpecial

543-4192

We don’t just Steamclean, We Shampoo,
Deodorize & Deep Steam Clean,
with an Advanced Truck Mounted Unit.

|

no extra charge for spotting
(including one living room, one bedroom and
one hallway or stairway)
each additional room $13.99 expires 7/30/87

|
|
|
|

__

one bedroom apartment
$29.95

Insured and Bonded Technicians

3 piece couch $35.00

543-4192

love seat $29.99
(includes spot cleaning)

(according to chemistry)

DELIVER
* P IZZA

• H o t I ta lia n S a n d w ic h e s

• SALAD S

• B e e r. W in e , S o ft D r in k s

$1.00 OFF
m

any

to

16” Pizza
and free delivery
with this coupon

5 4 9 '9 3 9 2
PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
LINGUISA
ITALIAN HAM
ANCHOVIES

ro

2318 Broad St. SLO 549-9392

HOURS:

HOT ITALIAN SANDWICHES

expires 7/30/87

543-4192

!Finest (Pizza on tfie Centrai Coast

Tues. - Thurs. 11:30 • 9:00
Fri.-Sat. 11:30 • 10:00
Sun. 4:00 - 9:00 — Closed Monday

I
I

Upolstery Cleaners

If you are m oving out we guarantee our job

ARTICHOKES
MUSHROOMS
• OLIVES
ONIONS
BELL PEPPER

50% OFF special

ANY HOT SANDWICH
m
to

$2.50 (plus tax)
with this coupon
CO
2318 Broad St. SLO 549-9392

' " " T W t ^ 5 r ^ T t a } ly " C o u p O T r " * * " " *

$1.00 OFF any
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
541-4420

Here’s
Something to CheerAbout!

o n e c o u D o n oer oizza
.expires 6/15/87

W O O D S T O C K ’S

M M ■ U H « « p i NM a n M M i a i IH M lH IK IIP lU ip ■ ■ H i ■ ■ ■ ■ M

tSSmf o o i y & f

$1.50 OFF any
WOODSTOCKS SPECIAL

^IZ Z A

(5 items for the price of 4)

Coupons
The Best Pizza Around

541-4420
one coupon per pizza
expires 6/15/87

16 Toppings to Choose From

[M ilifano l^ T y C u p o n i

Extra Cheese, Mushroom s, Black Olives, Onion,
Tom atoes, Pineapple, Pepperoni, Shrimp,

$1.00 OFF any Large
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA

¿s

Green Pepper, Lean Beef, Italian Sausage. Almonds,
Jalapenos, Canadian Bacon, Artichoke Hearts.

and 2 F R E E Softdrinks

541-4420

Whole Wheat or White Crust

one coupon per pizza
expires 6/15/87

WE DELIVER 541-4420

" " " (W u l3 ó 7 fy T O iy T S 5 iy > o n r~ " ~ ~

1015 Court St. SLO
(across from Osos St. Subs)

2 FREE Softdrinks

A

with any

WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
541-4420

Ü,
é/vfA

one coupon per pizza
líiK,

expires 6/15/87

Buy A Sandw ich
G e t A BUD’S
Ice C re a m C o n e For 50c
ACROSS FROM W OODSTOCK’S

22 sandwiches: all including

541-0955

LETTUCE. TOMATOES, PICKLES, ONIONS AND PEPPERS

(A
r
^

'

(A
a

__

_

T W i3 5 > q T 5 ily " ^ 5 c H 4 5 o ñ l" * * " ~ “

M

2 FREE DRINKS

w/ANY SIZE SANDWICH
541-0955

WE DELIVER

”

" " * " ' " l P i ^ r > g ‘ B < 3 ! l7 ‘^ u p 5 n r ~ ~ ~ ‘ * ‘" " [

AND NOW FEATURING:

m

5O0OFF

26 Flavors

ANY SIZE SANDWICH
i ^ l ‘2 ^

cones
shakes
sundaes

Good thru 6/15/87

__________Good thru 6/15/87

" ~ ~ " ~ ~ 7 M i i À t a n c i ~ D a 1 h r 'C o u p O T r " " ” " * * "

50(p OFF
S undae or Shake

1060 Osos St.

541-0955

541-0955

Good thru 6/15/87
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Oscar nominee, costumer tell what showbiz is really like
By Monica Fiscalini
s ta ff W riter

j

Actress Tess Harper speaks to Cal Poly students.

MIKESMOUP/Mustang Dally

ing. “ I can’t function in the
morning,” said the freshman
computer science major. “ My
friends can vouch for that.”
Steve Avery, a junior in graph
ic communication, does his
studying as part of a small goal
he has here. ‘T d like to graduate
by the year 2000,” he said.
Goodness, how much studying
do people have to do? Most peo
ple talked to average about two
to three hours a night, depending
on the major.
Avery described how he
studies: “ A little bit of this, and
a little bit of that. But not much
of that. And never this.”
Andrew
Dickinson
spends
eight hours a night hammering
on the books just to maintain his
3.69 major grade point average
in mechanical engineering. “ I
take small breaks every once in
awhile so 1don’t go nuts.”
His breaks may constitute
ordering take-out delicacies such
as pizza or Chinese food, talking
to friends, or playing his stereo
really loud.
“ It’s been known to create the
sonic booms heard (near) Sequoia
Hall,” he said.
Others are busy with other ac
tivités, almost to the point where
studies play second fiddle.
Schulze, a sophom ore in
business, balances her time with
her sorority Alpha Chi Omega.
But when all else fails, TV will
always pass the time away.
Almost everyone watches the
tube, with women favoring the
Thursday line-up of “ The Cosby
Show,” “ Family Ties,” and
“ Cheers,” while men like sports
and “ Late Night.”
Other weeknight time-con
sumers: partying, kind of looked

Neither Harper nor Snyder were afraid to ex
press political opinions to the audience of stu
dents, but Harper said she isn’t ready to use her
fame for political causes.
“ W'hether I have a right as an actress to get up
and use it as a podium is a debatable subject.
Unless 1 had a lot more knowledge than 1 do,” she
said she wouldn’t use her status. “ Although it has
never stopped an actor from being president, lack
of knowledge.”
After the formal discussion, Snyder said she
thinks Cal Poly needs to have a major in theater,
calling it a very viable thing. She dreamed of it
when she attended Cal Poly and thinks Cal Poly
has the best facilities because it would be small
enough for everyone to get involved. “ I wish it
would happen,” she said.

BLOCK

NIGHTLIFE
From pa}>e 1

One might not expect an Academy Award
nominee and the women’s costumer from
“ Moonlighting” to begin their talk to a roomful of
Cal Poly students with Snicker’s bars in their
mouths, but they did.
Tess Harper, nominated in 1986 for best sup
porting actress in “ Crimes of the Heart,” and Cal
Poly graduate Buffy Snyder spoke to three the
ater classes Monday.
Snyder’s college roommate supplied frozen
Snickers on a stick and Diet Cokes, which Harper
called “ the breakfast of champions.”
The friends, who met on the television mini
series “ Celebrity,” didn’t put on airs as they an
swered questions from students. The students
weren’t interested in whether Bruce Willis and
Cybil Shepherd are off-stage lovers. They didn’t
ask Harper, “ What is Diane Keaton really like?”
Students wanted to know what the business is
really like and what it takes to make it.
Harper is a believer in perseverance. “ As long as
you have the courage to keep going out there,
something will happen,” she said.
In 1980, while living in Dallas, Harper allowed
herself three years of concentrated effort to make
it. Harper got her degree in theater in 1972 and
after working in community theater, bilingual
children’s theater, regional theater and commer
cials, she made her film debut in “ Tender Mer
cies” opposite Robert Duvall.
Snyder’s costuming experiences began at Cal
Poly between 1971 and 1975. She was the in-house
costumer for three years, while pursuing her
degree in speech communication. She said she
didn’t realize at that time that costuming would
be her career.
She went on to the largest costume house in the
world, Western Costume Company, where she
worked with Edith Head and other Oscar-winning
costumers. Snyder was the costumer for several

mini-series, “ Poltergeist” and “ The Day After.”
Snyder said there are still people she would like
to costume, but right now she is content to outfit
Shepherd’s maternity figure. She said often four
to 10 of the same “ Moonlighting” costumes have
to be made. They go to the ABC Circle Film war
drobe department after being worn only once. If
the costumes are lucky, extras will wear them
someday.
Harper works in theater, film and television and
discussed aspects of all three without really citing
a preference. “ I like the luxury of a feature film,”
she said, pointing out that while she had the script
for “ Crimes of the Heart” four months before
shooting began, when she did an “ L.A. Law”
episode, she received the script the night before.
She also shared some “ war stories” from her
theater experience, including flubbing lines.
“ That’s what makes it fun,” she said.
Harper explained how she prepares for a role,
whether on screen or stage. Using her script as her
Bible she uses such “ Acting 101” exercises as
“ emptying the mental wastebasket,” to build her
character in her mind.

down upon by most unless it’s
Farmer’s Market night; working
out, such as weightlifting and
aerobics; dancing, usually at
Tortilla Flats where “ you can
slam into people,” according to
Doctors; and feeding goldfish “ as
long as they’re still living,” said
Schulze, who has noticed that her
14 fish have dwindled to six.
This adrenaline-pumping ebb
and flow of Poly life is best ex
plained by Doctors. He said he
uses his time during the week to
“ rest up for the week so I can
stay up for the weekend.”
Whatever that means.
However, it’s probably just as
well that a typical Joe and Jane
Mustang keep things down dur
ing the week.
Said senior Cynthia Muñes,
“ When you’re a senior you do
boring things. Especially when
your boyfriend is out of town.”

From page 1

tivities and require students to
attend school full-time. Also, he
said, if students were to fail a
class, it would put them a year
behind.
Harris also expressed a desire
to see students graduate in four
years. “ It’s taking students two
years to get thorugh their junior
years,” said Harris. “ If it’s too
hard then there’s something
wrong with the system.”
“ It’s impossible to get out in
four years,” said Reinart. “ You
have to take 17 or 18 units a
quarter to get out in four years.”
Mark Bowman, a senior elec
tronic engineering m ajor, is
among the 3 percent of EE/EL
students who will graduate in
four years. “ It (block scheduling)
sounded like a good idea,” he
said, “ but it needed flexibility as
far as co-ops are concerned. They

One Step Beyond the Ordinary
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Surfboards
Skate Boards

86fl Monterey Street

Volleyball Wear
Beach Wear

•

SLO

•

need something to keep students
on schedule. They won’t take too
many units because of the effects
on their grades.”
Another argument Harris had
was that Cal Poly is sending out
engineers who will be competing
against German and Japanese
engineers and they need to be
prepared. The current system,
said Harris, is “ not good training
for an engineer.”
Said Reinart, ‘‘We’re not
behind in technology. We’re
behind in manufacturing and
management.” Reinart also said
there is almost a 100-percent hir
ing rate out of the EE/EL
department. “ If the industry is

satisfied with our graduates, why
change the system?”
“ If you have the money you
can take as long as you like,”
said Harris. “ Our good students
are going to do it (follow the
block scheduling) anyhow and be
better engineers for it.”
Concerning the numerous fliers
that appeared in the EE/EL
building follow ing H a rris ’
withdrawal that read “ Ha! It
Didn’t f*ass,” Reinart said he
didn’t know who put them up,
but he was totally against them.
“ Both sides did what they
thought was right,” he said. “ It
must have been someone with a
personal grudge against Harris.”
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Council to welcome arts program
By Dawn J. Jackson
s ta ff W riter

The San Luis Obispo City
Council voted Tuesday to wel
come students and professional
artists of the California State
University Summer Arts Pro
gram to San Luis Obispo.
“ 1 would like to make a motion
that the city fully cooperate and
participate in hospitality efforts
for the program through a ban
ner, a proclamation and an open
ing ceremony,” said council
member Penny Rappa.
The council passed the motion
unanimously,
minutes
after
voting 3-2 to deny the original
request for $2,000. The request
came from a community commit
tee formed to make the com
munity more aware of the sum
mer arts program.
This will be the second year

Cal Poly will host the program,
which is a series of one- to fourweek sessions in writing, dance,
music, film and video, drama and
visual arts. Participants will
work with professional artists
and perform for the public in the
evenings.
About 500 students and 140
artists/teachers will be attending
the summer arts program.
Bessie Swanson,
associate
dean for the School of Liberal
Arts, spoke on behalf of the
committee. She said the group
wants to welcome the visitors
and make them feel at home in
San Luis Obispo. They would use
the money to buy a banner,
publicize some shows and host
receptions after performances.
Mayor Ron Dunin said he
would like to help, but he
couldn’t find a way in his mind to

Tech writing
certificate OK’d
by A. Senate

substantiate the city giving
money to this cause.
Council member GlennaDeane
Dovey agreed,
saying that
whether the program was wor
thwhile was not in question. The
committee did not meet the
criteria for a promotional coor
dination committee grant.
For a PCC grant, a group must
be an incorporated, non-profit
group and the activity must have
a budget.
Council member Robert Griffin
voted against denying the funds.
‘‘This could be an exciting op
portunity. It could give this
community a great reputation.
We should go beyond the PCC
and negotiate with the city staff
for the funds.”
Council member Allen Settle
also voted against the denial.

By Stacey Myers
Staff W riter

Cal Poly students will be able
to become certified as technical
writers beginning in 1988, the
Academic Senate decided Tues
day.
The Academic Senate voted to
approve that the technical
communication certificate be in
cluded in the 1988-1990 univer
sity catalog. The certificate will
be offered through the English
department and will require
25-27 units of advanced writing,
speech, and computer science
courses.
In other catalog changes. Cal
Poly may be one step closer to
having, a bachelor’s program in
the philosophy depatment. In an
unusual move, the senate did
not discuss the philosophy
department’s proposal before
moving it to a second reading.
Earlier, the senate’s cur
riculum committee had disap
proved the addition of a
philosophy major, saying the
program was ‘‘too weak” and
that there weren’t enough
potential philosophy majors to
justify the program. The senate
will vote on that proposal at its
next meeting. May 26.
The approval of the technical
communication certificate will
be advantageous for all Cal Poly
students, said Susan Currier, an
associate professor in the

Tourism doubles SLO’s income
By Jenny Lampman
s ta ff W riter

San Luis Obispo used to
generate its income from cattle,
horses and lettuce. But within
the past few years the sights of
Hearst Castle and the Pismo
Beach sand dunes and activities
such as the San Luis Obispo
Criterium have helped to more
than double that income.
According to figures released
by the San Luis Obispo Chamber
of Commerce, almost a third of a
billion dollars was spent by
tourists in San Luis Obispo and
the surrounding area in 1985.
‘‘People are becoming more
mobile because of cheaper gas.
They’re traveling within the
states because of the threat of
terrorism overseas, and people

out of state are flying into San
Francisco, renting a car and then
taking them down the coast to
Los Angeles and then flying
home,” said Bill Morem, director
of com m unications at the
Chamber of Commerce.
The city of San Luis Obispo
has also started an extensive
advertising
program.
Eight
communities within the county
have banded together to pool
money
for advertising ’the
benefits of visiting San Luis
Obispo. Articles such as the ones
in Sunset and Travel and Leisure
magazines have resulted from
this effort. The Chamber of
Commerce is acting as the public
relations agent for the city, sen
ding press releases statewide of
the activities going on within the

county. San Luis Obispo also has
its own advertising agency plac
ing ads in magazines nationwide.
According to the Chamber of
Commerce, the greatest number
of tourists come from Southern
California and the Central Valley.
‘‘San Luis Obispo has been
called the Central Coast’s ‘mid
dle kingdom.’ It’s been found as
a desirable destination point
because of the diversity of activ
ities offered,” Morem said.
In recognition of the impor
tance that tourism plays in the
economic health of the area, the
Chamber of Commerce has pro
claimed May as Tourism Month.
Tourism has also helped pro
vide 15,000 jobs in this city by
the almost 2 million people who
visit each year.

English department. She said
the program was designed to
give Cal Poly graduates a
specific advantage in th e , job
market.
‘‘Our English majors face job
competition from students from
other universities with these
certificates,” she said. “ Now our
graduates will be able to go out
there and say ‘Not only am 1 an
engineer, I’m a professional
writer.’ We are a polytechnic
university; we are the best place
to offer this program.”
C u rrier
em phasized
the
technical writing certificate will
be a compact program address
ing only technical writing issues.
‘‘This will be a program for
technical majors who want to
develop their communication
s k ills
w ith o u t
s tu d y in g
Chaucer,” she said.
How the English department
will staff the new program when
students are already waiting in
line for general education
courses was a point of dispute
for some senators. Currier
pointed out that the English
department should be getting
more instructors.
‘‘We (the English department)
have not been allocated the
amount of teachers the program
is earning,” she said. “ And if all
you want us to teach is (general
education and breadth), then
we’ve got a problem.”
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LIBERAL
From page 1
Clifton E. Swanson, music
department head, called the sit
uation an error in diplomacy and
said he, as well as others, was
astounded and perplexed by the
position taken by Busselen.
Swanson said his response
memo expressed concern involv
ing two points. “ Busselen is ob
jecting to adding and improving
liberal arts departments without
any understanding about how
staffing is being worked, and
without enough detail to be
precise,” Swanson said. “ He is
also treating the school as a ser
vice department to the university
when we have our own depart
ments to work with. Denying the
flexibility to improve our pro
grams is out of place.”
Additional courses proposed
by the music department, Swan
son said, are experimental
courses already offered and
wouldn’t require extra staffing.
“ Just because someone proposes
courses does not mean that extra
instructors have to be hired.”
Busselen also sent a copy of
the memorandum directly to Jon
M. Ericson, dean of the School of
Liberal Arts, on April 27; he said
he took action early enough to
assume time for the school to
re s p o n d . “ I ’ m ju s t one
microscopic input into the cur

riculum change process at this
point,” Busselen said. “ I may be
totally wrong, but as a person in
a consultative position, 1 had the
right to comment.”
Ericson declined comment
because he said it was not ap
propriate to involve himself with
the business of another school
and dean. Ericson did say,
however, that Busselen had
every right to review and com
ment upon the proposed catalog
changes, but he was surprised
that recommendations would be
made without counsel of the
School of Liberal Arts.
With the unprecedented situa
tion, Ericson asked all depart
ment heads within the School of
Liberal Arts to respond in writ
ing to Busselen’s reccomendation, adding to the informational
process involved in making cur
riculum changes.
“ Faculty initiate curriculum
changes and these changes are
made in subject matter that
faculty feel are most important
JO be added,” Ericson said.
“ Faculty are thoughtful of their
disciplines and changes are made
after thinking about what’s best
for students in each discipline.
Without the changes requested,
the professional judgment of the
faculty in this school would, in
this two-year period, be ignored.”

CALENDAR
Thursday 21
•Michael Heller, a poet, critic
and New York University pro
fessor, will give a poetry reading
and examine
“ Poetry
and
Science; New Directions, New
Connections” today at 11 in
Room 220 of the University
Union. Heller’s presentation is
part of the “ New Directions”
Arts and Humanities Series
sponsored by the School of
Liberal Arts.
• “ The Spirit of Democracy and
the Bill of Rights” is the topic of
a speech by Robert Dawidoff,
professor of American history at
The Claremont Graduate School.
The speech is at 11 today in
Room 207 of the University
Union and is the final segment in
Cal Poly’s lecture series com
memorating the bicentennial of
the U.S. Constitution.
•D r. Nancy Leon, senior
engineer at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, will
discuss the possibility of a na
tional communication network
for air-traffic control today at

11:15 in Room E-26 of the
Science Building. The lecture
begins at 11 with refreshments.
•The potential for automating
la rg e -s c a le
c o n s tr u c tio n
engineering operations will be
discussed by Boyd C. Paulson,
Jr., Stanford civil engineering
professor, today at 11 in Science
Building Room B-5.
•The School of Agriculture’s
biotechnology
committee
is
holding its first biotechnology
sem inar.
In tro d u c tio n
to
Biotechnology,” Thursday at 11
in Room 113 of the Food Pro
cessing Building. The seminar
will include speeches on the
latest developments by a number
of Cal Poly professors.
•Dr. James Nash of Student
Health Services will discuss
“ AIDS: A Problem for the Cam
pus and the Community” in the
Staff Dining Room today at
noon.

9

Man’s first
ancestor had
ape features

•ASI Outings is holding an
equipment auction through Fri
day at 3 p.m. Bids on various
equipment can be placed m the
Escape Route, Room 112 of the
University Union, and the
highest bidder will be notified by
next Tuesday.
Submissions fo r Calendar must
be received by noon two days
prior to the event.

NEW YORK (AP) — An un
precedented fossil find suggests
that humankind’s earliest known
direct ancestor was surprisingly
ape-like 1.8 million years ago, be
fore evolution abruptly produced
a more human-like descendant,
California scientists say.
The discovery shows that the
east African “ Homo habilis” had
long arms in comparison to its
legs rather than the more
human-like proportions many
scientists had assumed, said an
thropologist William Kimbel at
the Institute of Human Origins
in Berkeley, Calif.
“ We have a good idea of what
a Homo habilis skeleton looks
like, and it doesn’t look like what
most people thought it would,”
Kimbel said in a telephone inter
view.
The find of 302 bony remains
was from an adult female that
walked on two legs and was sur
prisingly short, about 3 feet 4 in
ches tall, he said. Its arms pro
bably dangled down to its knees.
The discovery was the first to
firmly link limb bones to a Homo
habilis skull, providing clear
evidence that the limb bones
belong to that species, Kimbel
said.

In addition, Sacramento in
stitutes a weekly check of the
number of classes in which each
athlete is enrolled to determine
whether the athlete is carrying
the required number of units.
i
One of the few instances in
which Sacramento State runs in
to the problem of needing grades
to determine eligibility at the end
of a term is when transfer stu
dents who sat out a year of com
petition need to have their aca
demic eligibility checked.
In this case, said Olmstead, he
relies on instructors to determine
the grades of student-athletes
before those of the general stu
dent population.

“ What we do is go to the
faculty and say, ‘Can you satisfy
us in writing what grade a stu
dent got in your course?’ ” he
said. “ All we can say (to instruc
tors) is that students can be in an
awkward position to play and we
can ask for help.”
While the time involved in
processing grades affects when
athletic eligibility is determined,
Wenzl said it also has several
other implications.
“ I’m in the same position as is
everyone who gives (academic)
scholarships and financial aid,”
he said. “ Anyone who depends
on this data coming to them in
timely fashion is delayed.”

Friday 22

GRADES
From page 1
But while Wenzl assumes
eligibility until proven otherwise,
Doug Johnson of the NCAA said
that schools should be more con
cerned with checking eligibility
before the athlete’s first com
petition of the new term.
“ The school is responsible for
ensuring the academic eligibility
of its athletes,” said Johnson.
“ They need to certify players
eligible prior to competition and
if they don’t and athletes are in
eligible it can be a violation.”
Johnson said the NCAA has no
set time period in which schools
must certify athletes, but that if
ineligible athletes are competing
possible sanctions may be im
posed.
Despite lacking formal means
of quickly determining academic
eligibility through the Records
Office, the university does in
stitute informal controls.
“ We are asking all coaches to
monitor those athletes they know
are an academic risk,” he said. In
addition, coaches are advised to
restrict athletes whose eligibility
may be in question from com
peting.
While there are approximately
500 student-athletes at Cal Poly,
Wenzl said only about 5 percent
annually have trouble maintain
ing academic eligiblity.
A ccording
to Cal
Poly
Registrar Gerald Punches, the
time it takes for grades to be
processed is more a problem with
the quarter system than with the
amount of work that needs to be
done.
For instance, ’ Punches said,
faculty were required to turn in
winter quarter grades March 24
and, because the first day of spr
ing quarter was March 30, only

three working days were avail
able to process 70,000 grades.
Punches said the processing is
further slowed by the start of the
next quarter when the Records
Office has to deal with not only
the previous quarter’s grades but
the present quarter’s registration
and late registration.
According to Punches, winter
quarter ended March 20 and
grades were processed and
released beginning April 7. Dur
ing this 18-day period, seven
teams were in season and the
potential existed for ineligible
athletes to be allowed to com
pete.
James Sefton, athletic faculty
respresentative at Cal State
Northridge, said he doesn’t face
the same problems as Wenzl
because his school is on the

semester system and few sports
carry over from one semester to
the next.
“ The semester system helps
out,” said Sefton. “ We don’t
have that problem at the end of
spring and only selectively at the
beginning of fall.”
Sacramento State, which like
Northridge operates on the
semester system, has few of Cal
Poly’s problems, but still works
to monitor the academic progress
of student-athletes in the middle
of terms.
Robert Olmstead, athletic rep
resen tativ e for S acram ento
S tate, said in stru c to rs of
student-athletes are given onesheet questionnaires during the
fifth and ninth weeks of the term
asking about the athlete’s pro
gress.
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Women start well in
Crew strong in final competition track championships

The Cal Poly crew ended its
most successful season during
the weekend with a strong finish
at the Pacific Coast Rowing
Championships.
The 3-year-old organization
entered six events in its first
appearance ever at this wellknown regatta and faced com
petition from nearly 1,300 par
ticipants from more than 30
universities.
The varsity heavyweight eight
took third in the Petite final
behind UC Davis and Western
Washington University. After
coming off the line with a sixseat lead, the men battled back
and forth for the next 1,000
meters.
With 500 meters to go, the
Davis crew made its move. The
Aggies brought up the stroke
rate and passed the Poly men
with about 300 meters to go.
The final time of 6:18 was four
seconds off the Davis time.
The
ju n io r
v a rs ity
heavyweight men also took third

in their final behind USC and
UC Irvine. Cal Poly muscled
through several other crews
following a sub-par first 1,000
meters and surged ahead in
pursuit of the USC squad.
Despite the pressure, the Tro
jans w'ere able to fend off the
strong Cal Poly finish with a
well-executed sprint of their
ow n.
The varsity lightweight eight
men hammered stroke for stroke
with a strong San Diego State
team to finish in second place.
After sprinting past UCLA, the
Mustangs inched up alongside
the faltering Aztecs to miss first
by one second.
“ If we had 10 more meters on
the race course, we would have
taken them. They were physical
ly exhausted and would not
have been able to hold us off,”
said Matt Hanko.
The junior varsity lightweight
men took fourth in the Grand
Final of their category behind
Washington State, UC Berkeley

and San Diego State. After a
poor start, the men were able to
pull it together enough to catch
the Berkeley and San Diego
boats by the halfway mark, but
couldn’t keep up the pressure
and finished in fourth.
The novice women’s eight
finished second in its final race
of the season behind a quick UC
Davis crew. The women finish
the season ranked 14th on the
West Coast in their division.
The
varsity lightw eight
women, favored to win their
event, had technical problems
during their final and finished
fifth overall. Their time of 7:56
was 22 seconds behind trophy
winner UC Santa Barbara.
The
varsity lightw eight
women will get a chance to
avenge their loss in two weeks
when they line up alongside the
best college crews in the country
at the W om en’s N ational
Championships, which will take
place
at Lake Natoma in
Sacramento.

By Jim Hawkins
staff W riter

The first day of the track
c h a m p io n s h ip s
in
C ap e
Girardeau, Missouri, are over. So
far Women’s coach Lance Harter
has nothing to complain about.
“ We’ve had a great day,”
H a rte r said. “ E v erybody’s
healthy and performing just
great.”
In the only final of the day,
junior Pauline Stehly raced to a
second-place finish in the 10,000
meters with a time of 35:35.06,
Stehly was the first American to
finish the race, losing only to
Bente Moe, an Olympian from
Norway.
“ Her (Stehly’s) time was a lit
tle slow, but it was a great race
under the harsh conditions. She
beat some tough runners,” said
Harter.
According to Harter, race con
ditions are above the danger
level in Missouri. Safety levels
are dependent on a combination
of temperature and humidity
levels, which were surpassed on
the first day of the meet.
“ Humidity is really bad here.
It’s going to be tough on some of
our distance runners,” said
Harter. “ We’re going to have to
be much more conservative at

the start of races.”
Sharon Hanson and Laurie
Hagan finished first and second
respectively in their heat of the
intermediate hurdles, easily out
distancing the other runners.
However Yolanda Henry, a run
ner for Abilene Christian — the
Mustangs’ main competition for
the team championship — won
her heat with an impressive time
of 58.72, setting up a key rnatch-up for the finals on Friday.
Teena Colebrook took second
and Noreen DeBettencourt third
in their heat of the 800-meters;
Harter said they were “ running
easy” to be ready for their up
coming races.
The Mustangs also qualified
their 400-meter relay team for
the finals, as they turned out the
fifth best time of the day with a
46.38. Abeline Christian’s relay
team, ranked second, was dis
qualified.
The men only had two com
petitors involved in the first day
of action. Dave Johnson won his
heat of the intermediate hurdles,
as he continues his bid for the
national
championship
that
eluded him last year. Erik
Josephson, the other Mustang
competitor, failed to make the
finals in the 200-meter race.
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Meeting May 21,11:00 Rm E-47

Club

SAM
Meeting Thur AG ENG 12311AM
SHPE
Meeting: Thursday 6:00pm MEP
Last update on THE BANQUET! ! !

ASI ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
OPEN FORUM
THURSDAY MAY 21 AT 2PM
UU216
ATTENTION KCPR LISTENERS
DO NOT MAKE PLANS
FOR
THURSJUNE4

Congratulations Walll
Looking forward to the good times
to share in DSP -Odie
DSP & Lamda Chi,seranading was hot
and so are you! Love,Alpha Phi
H~EY FUÑTand PIGLET
Congrats on initiation!!!!!!
We Luv Ya-Queens of Hearts/Spades
KEVIN C.TKE:
Alpha Phi theme party is the plan
Flapper Phis & Dapper Dans
So its your birthday friday night
You want to party & do it up right
do you think Las Vegas can wait
so I can pick you up at eight
We could celebrate them both
& it wont leave you broke!
Whats the answere, will you come?
or pass up a night of
guaranteed FUN.
XOXOSMILIE

Resumes, paper projects, wordprocess
ing done in South Cty. Consha’s office
Supply. Pismo Beach 773-5851 or 4890724 eve.
TYPING 1.50/PG POLY PU & DELIVERY
1-466-4171 AFTER 5PM
Wordprocessing. Campus & 5-cities p.u.
$1.50/pg. 481-1011 after 5

ALAMO SELF-STORAGE SPRING SALE
$10.00 off 1st mths rent any size unit.
Call Tony or Mellie at 541-1433 or drop by
645 Tank Farm Rd.

Phi Psi and AEPi, We can’t wait to rage
with you at our California Progressive
Exchange! Love, A-Phi

CLERICAL ASST - Food Service
Student wanted 10-20 hours/week flexible schedule. Typing & ten
key skills required. Word
processing preferred. Starting
V2 au $3.95/hour. Call Mike Voth
at 546-1175.

DRY RUN SUN MAY 24 RUN DRY
REGISTER 10-2 UU PLAZA TODAY
AWARDS T-SHIRTS MUGS PRIZES

Sigma Chi would like to thank our
Beautiful Sweetheart Formal dates, San
ta Barbara could never be more fun

IN 10TO12HRS/WKYOUCAN
EARN FROM YOUR HOME $400-$1200
...INTERESTED? GAYLE 438-3932

FALL QTR UU INFO DESK ATTND &
SUMMER UU NIGHT MGR
Apply 5/26-29 in ASI Bus. Office
UU Rm 202. Salary $4.20 & $5.20/hr

SORORITY RUSH SIGN UPS-THURSDAY
in the U.U. Plaza from 10-3 Registration
fee $20

JOBS AVAILABLE
FOR 1987-88 ACADEMIC YEAR
Promotions & Graphics Coordinator In
tramural Sports Coordinator $4.70-$5.20
per hour. 20hrs/week Apply at Rec Sports
Office, UU118

CAL POLY DANCETEAM
AUDITIONS
INFO MEETING 5-26 5PM CHUMASH

OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT AUCTION
Come to the Excape Route and bid May
18-May 22 until 3:00pm Highest bidder
will be contacted by the following Tues
day. Sponsored by ASI OUTINGS UU
Rm112
The Cal Poly Young Farmers will be
hosting the 6th Annual Inter Club-Frater
nity trapshoot & BBQ May 31st Signup
deadline is May 25th for more info Call
544-1599 or 546-1243

DOROTHY
We hear Kansas is great right now
Enjoy your weekend!
Love the Gang From Oz who knows!!
FIND YOUR FUTURE ONE VISIT WITH
PSYCHIC CONSULTANT SHERRY AND
YOU CAN FIND A WHOLE NEW
OUTLOOK ON LIFE. SPECIAL PSYCHIC
READING $10543-0963
HAPPY 24th
TEDD HINTON
-Ben & Pook

The A-Phi theme party is just a week
away. We are so excited and can’t wait to
play! 1920’s is the dress, with lots of rag
ing, I must confess. So get excited, get
ready to go, it’ll be the event of the year,
and this you’ll know!!
To Julie Marchetti The 1987
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi we love
you.
The Brothers

Recreation Leaders needed for summer
playground program begins June 18-Aug
14,1987. First aid and a class II driver’s
license desirable $3.35-4.25/hr. Applica
tions may be obtained at the Grover City
Park and Rec PO BOX 365 G.C. CA 93433
489-0158

CHALLENGE OF THE CAUCAUS
An mountaineering exchange
program between US-USSR
FREE Presentation! TUE 5/26/87
UU 220 8pm CoSponsored by
Rec Dept/Asi Outings

After 7 long years, please don’t make
grandma hop the fence to see this
miracle. Need grad tickets!! Call Nancy
546-9576/mess 544-4059
GRAD TICKETS-$10-CASH EACH
free home pickup call JOHN 549-9119

KARL SANDERS
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! THE PAST 20
MONTHS HAVE BEEN AWESOME. I
LOVEYOU-SUSIE
KILLER T-SHIRTS,SWEAT SHIRTS AND
TANK
T OP S
AT T H E
B E ACH
WEARHOUSE! THE SEA BARN IN AVILA
BEACH
LAURA-BORA, How’s Mich? Welcome
Home! I missed You. Luv Dan
Lose 10-29lbs in 30days Guaranteed call
Chris 543-8172
MY DEAR CHRIS SICHEL
WITH EYES OF BLUE
I AM SO HAPPY TO BE TOGETHER
ANDILOVEYOUl

■RONALD OLMSTED
HAPPY 23RD BIRTHDAY MY FINE
HEAVY METAL ROCKER. I LOVE YOU
SUSAN MARIANOS
We love you!!!
The gang
VIDEO GAME TOURNAMENT
May 18-22 in UU Games Area. High score
on “ Defender“ wins 4 free video rentals.
Sign up at Rec Sports Office, UU118.
546-1366.

ALOHA SIG ALPHS n DATES
GET READY TO RAGEAT
SAE LUAU ‘87
ALPHA GAMMA RHOThanks for an AMAZING Luaul!
Love and fond memories,
GAMMA PHI BETA
CASH REWARD!
For return of Olympus Infinity 35mm
Camera Stolen 5/2 on Tigers Folly at
Sigma Safari Bash. Call 544-7724
PLEASE-I’M BUMMIN!
CONGRATULATIONS LITTLE SIGMAS
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI

GRAD TICKETS
WILL PAY CASH FOR YOUR EXTRA
TICKETS! CALL KEVIN AT 544-7139
Graduation Ticket Needed-One
Will Pay $ Laura 546-8970
HELP!!!!!
My entire family is coming from
France to watch me graduate! I
need 6 tickets! CALL ME 541-8366
I NEED GRAD TICKETS! AND I’M WILL
ING TO PAY! IF YOU CAN HELP, PLEASE
CALL 541-1772!
Need 1 or 2 Graduation Tickets! Nego
tiable with cash! Please call Eric 7725411
...’TIL THE ONE DAY WHEN THE LADY
MET THIS FELLOW...
Please! Marcia, Jan, Cindy, Greg, & Bob
by still need Grad tickets! Mike will pay!
HEIDI at 549-9705

FREE PREGNANCY TEST, COUNSELING,
REFERRALS, HELP. ALPHA 541-3367

A-1 Professional Word Processing by
SUPERSEC. Campus P/U. Call
Madolyn at 466-1484 eves.
EXPERIENCED CAL POLY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 543-0550

TYPIST

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS, CALL
BONNIE 543-0520 EVES.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE, usually $1.50/pg,
typical, Leslie 549-9039
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
Call Karen • 544-2692
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING
Fast/Cheap Revisions Spell Check
Computer Education Svcs. 528-5049
R&RWORD PROCESSING ANDTYPING
(Rona), laser printer w/ lOOplus fonts,
student rates. 9am-6pm. M-Sat. 544-2591

ADVERTISE

LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT SMR JOB
PART-TIME SALES & KITE FLYING.IN
SAN SIMEON MUST LIKE PEOPLE AND
PERFORMING SALARY&PVT RM&BTH
IN NEW HSE IN CAYUCOS.CId be YR
Rnd for Rt person CALL 927-5483 days

SITTER WANTED-For 4yr old Shell Bch
boy 12-18 hrs/wk plus 1 wkend
night. $3/hr. Refs & transpor.
necessary. Wendy 773-4941
SUMMER JOBS:
Fine High Sierra Family Camp seeks
live in counselors (19-up) to
TEACH:Riding (3 positions). Folk
Guitar, Archery, Riflery, Canoeing,
Crafts, Pre-School, Waterskiing,
ALSO NEED: Horse Care/Groom,
Dishwashers, & Reaort Workers.
800-227-9900
2 FEMALES to share living quarters &
work at resort for summer near San Si
meon Wages plus housing Call 9274502
Ragged Point Inn

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext 8545
RED ’65 MUSTANG
FOR SALE $375 IN XLNT COND
NEED $$ FOR TUITION;X3013,ROGER
1980 VW RABBIT DIESEL $2100
4Dr,AC,Cruise,New Cyl. head
76,000mi Call 541-4174
1982 Honda Civic $2700 well maintained,
82,300 freeway miles,beige includes
FMradio and equalizer, and 4 extra
wheels.call V. Larsen if interested 5461469 Its a bargain
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CHRISTIAN M.to shr.furn.apt,sumr. 2Blks
2 Poly.$135/mo.MARK544-7951
FEM NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM.HOUSE
On Chorro.200&deposit.Washer,yard
Avail 6/15 Call Paula 544-6033 eves
FEM-Own room in house. FUN,furnished
& great LOCATION! 275$.P/Mo. UTILPAID.CALL Steph-541-0152!!!
Fm Rmt. New condo 3 min from Poly
Furn. All Applian. 2 baths. Garage Avail
able Fall 87 Call 528-6757
LARGE QUIET ROOM IN >HOUSE. GOOD
LOCATION. 240/MO AVAIL. 6/15
M/F 543-3525

69 VW BUS RUNS GREAT, CUSTOM
PAINT, MUST SEE 549-8657 $325

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM IN CONDO
MANY EXTRAS M/F AVAILABLE 6/17
240 CALL PAUL 549-9638 549-8200

76 BMW 2002 Sunroof, a.c., sheepskins
automatic, Blaupunkt 2,800 466-4827

SUMMER SUB-MALE-OWN ROOM
CONDO w/YARD 180/mo 541-1510

77 FIAT SPYDER CONV 5SPD NEW
TIRES,TOP. STEREO W/BSTR EXCEL
COND 24K MILES 1-466-4171 A5PM

SUMMER SUBLET
Murray Street Station, Easy walk to cam
pus, $150/mo, but neg. call Richard,
544-1595

Country Club Living for summer
Creekside sublet in fun house
June - Sept (3 months)
Volleyball Games,BBq Parties,
Sun decks. Lots of yard space,
fun roommates, 3/4 mile to Poly
$170/mo share rm $230/mo own room
call 544-9261 anytime

IN

1 F RMT NEEDED FOR SUMMER
NEW CONDO-LOTS OF EXTRAS
140/MO CALL MARIA 543-0769
1 Girl for summer sublet. Share w/ 2 girls
in 2 bedrm, 1 1/2 bath condo. Deck sauna
micro DW wash Ig Ivrm furn 2-car garage
$150/mo Call 544-3877

FEM NEEDED.Own room in house
$210.Close to Poly 544-9723

2 GIRLS
To share beautiful condo w/ one other. 2
car garage, Ig Ivrm, 1 1/2 bath, 2 bedrm,
deck, sauna, micro, DW, washer, frpl.
seml-furn. Start Sept. Call 544-3877

FEM TO SHARE big rm in fun house 615/9-15 150mo need to see to aprecíate
Call 549-8347

2 ^ R O O l^ ATES NEEDED TO S H A R E ~
ROOM IN APT CLOSE TO POLY
9/87 TO 6/88 CALL 544-3938

FEMALE ROOMMATE 6/87-6/88 $2(X)/mo
share rm in 2 bed 2 1/2 bath condo w/d
dw micro frpi call 543-9071

2 Rmmts needed to share rm in furn
condo many xtras $250/mo inci utils. 9/
16/87 -6/15/88 Norma 543-5108

GREAT HOUSE! SUPER LOCATION! 2F
TO SHARE LG RM,BATH,W/D,MICRO,etc.
$205,6/87-6/88,CALL 543-6987
HEY YOU- ROOM FOR 2 MALES
Available in Laguna Lake. $230/mo W/
D,Micro,VCR,etc. Must see. Neat &
Nonsmokers
Please!
Available
Fall,monthly Lease- Call Jim at 541-0193 Leave Message
M/F OWN ROOM OR 2M/2F TO SHARE
Large room in clean apt near poly
260/1 or 360/2 w/xtras 541-6210
M/F roommates needed beginning
summer qtr. $150/mo. Also need
M/F to move in Fall qtr. Lrge.
3 bdrm. house-W/D,D/W,Yard,H20
&rsh. Pd.-Eves.-541-3931 Patty
Need F to share rm in large, furn
2 bdrm townhouse. Close to Poly
240/mo year lease Lisa 546-4292

2 RMMTS NEEDED STARTING SUMMER:
Shared in fall/own rm In smr. Nice
house:BBQ,W/D,Gdnr. CALL 543-0224

APTS for lease 6-16-87 to 6-15-88. 2 bdim.
furn for 4. near POLY. $580/mo for v m t
lease;$650/mo for 10 mo.lease. 543-8617
or 544-5385
BE PREPARED! Sign a 87-88 school
year lease. Furn 2 bdrm condo in
Lag Lk area. 575/mo STEVE 549-8123
Large 3 Bedroom 2 1/2 bath apt.-Yard- 415
N. Chorro-$900/mo -Mike 541-5476
LIVE WITH US! 4 RMS IN 5 BDRM
HOUSE FOR SUMMER.WASHER/DRYER,
CABLE TV,PARTIALLY FURNISHED.
CALL 541-5889 RENT NEGOTIABLE

Need 2 Female Roommates to share
duplex near school call 546-8036

LUXURY CONDO 3BR-2BA
DISH-WSR&DRY-SUNDECK-FRPL
ONLY $1000 CALL 541-2308

NEEDED 1 F RMMATE TO SHARE RM
IN NEW PINE CREEK CONDOS 232/MO
& UTIL NONSMOKERS 546-4741

Room/Bath/Utilities/Cable TV & right next
to Poly campus! All for $90/mo. Act
quick! 549-9445
Summer Qtr. Subise Apart 2bed 2ba patio
on Kentucky $neg 546-4244

WINDSURFER, 12Ft. Stock board,
complete, $300. Kathy 541-0394

OWN ROOM for summer. Condo close to
Poly & dwntn. BBQ, W/D, micro. F, nonsmoker ONLY! $210/mo & 1/2 utilities
Kim 544-5136

’83 HONDA AERO $300, AKAI TAPE
DECK, $75, DOUBLE BED $75 CALL
WITH BEST OFFER! 543-2658

ROOM FOR 2 FEMALES FOR FALL QR
Nice condo close to Poly, W/D,Free
Pkg,Fireplace,MUSTSEE! 549-8198

IBM XT/AT Compatible Systems from
$579 includes 640K, monitor, keybd,
floppy, full yr. wnty. Systems to suit.
GREAT GRAD GIFT Dan 541-2226
SURFBOARD - Schroff 360 Twin Fin 5’7’’
$100/OBO 544-2197 after 6PM

Honda 400-4 1976, 29K, Kerker, K-81s,
Fox Shox, extras! $595/BO 544-9565
PUCH Moped 1978 MaxiSport Fun/Cheap
summer transportation Runs great
$275obo Glenn 541-1896
1986 HONDA AERO FOR SALE
$450 CALL AMY 543-8583
1986 KAWASAKI 600 NINJA
SHOWROOM COND 2700.00 541-4422

SCHWINN SUPER LETOUR 12 SPEED
25" FRAME GOOD COND $150 OBO
544-2619
lOsp BIKE $50 3sp BIKE $25 CALL Steve
546-2525

Datsun B210 76 RUNS GOOD $375 5446872 EVES.

IN

THE

Room for Rent in SLO House. Close to
Poly. Washer dryer,Furnished Room, Hot
Tub. 3(K) 9 month plus1/2 utilities. Don
543-1639
SUMMER SUBLET/M-Close to Poly
full cable. Large apt., furnished
$110/mo call 541-5958
SUMMER SUBLET - $100/MO 2M/F 2bed/2
1/2 bath condo W/D fpic DW 1 1/2 ml Poly
call 543-9071
SUMMER SUBLET In house Own
sm rm $100 Also 2 fo share
LARGE RM $100ea CALL 541-2541
2 FM RMMTS NEEDED, FALL 87 TO
SHR MSTR BDRM IN CONDO W /1
OTHER. W/D 150/MO&UTIL 543-0470
2 M/F TO SHARE ,STR BRPP, IN LG
CONDO NEAR POLY: WASH/DRYER
MICRO,FPLACE, GARAGE, PLUS MORE
200/MO & 1/4 UTLS SUMMER OPTIONAL
544-9265 ASK FOR BRIAN
2 Private rooms in Ig. coed house. $193,
235. avail 6/1 or 6/15 544-0565

SUMMER SUBLEASE-2 Rooms Avail.
Beginning 6/1
$2M/month
CALL-544-6234 or 543-5438
SUMMER SUBLET
OWN ROOM IN LARGE CONDO MANY
EXTRAS $175 CALL 549-8200 or 9638
3Bdrm Sum Sublet House share room or
own. Furnished, W & D Dave 541-8314
5 Bedrm hse $1325 Laguna mint con
dition Fmis 546-2319 or 541-3432.

A Free list of homes/condos 4sale.On
campus. Call Kent, County Prop.544-5777
BUYING A HOUSE?
’
For a free list of all the affordable houses,
and condos fo sale in SLO, Call Steve
Nelson,Farrell Smyth Inc., 543-8370.
Leave a message.
Condos & Homes Information packet
available on campus Call Marguerite
C21 546-2319 or 541-3432
Modern com fortable trailer, quiet
downtown park 5 min to Poly. 1 BR LR/
DR W/ conv couch full bath, kit air cond
FAheat o/s storage,gardn 546 HIguera *33
S L O C e ll

MUSTANG
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By Dianna Callesen
s ta ff W riter

Those who haven’t done any
thing haven’t done enough.
Without Mother Earth what else
is there, environmentalist Lone
Wolf Circles asked about 25 peo
ple gathered at Linnaea’s Garden
Cafe for the second Deep
Ecology Medicine Show on May
14.
Lone Wolf Circles is one of
three “ Earth Firsters’’ who has
been on the road since April try
ing to strengthen personal con
victions of closet and die-hard
environmentalists.
“ Earth First! is not necessarily
an organization. It’s a movement
of people who feel the earth
should be as much a personal
conviction as anything. It’s real
ly a personal conviction you
have,’’ explained Dakota Sid,
guitar player and singer for the

Three off-beat environmentalists
rally for ecology in medicine show
Deep Ecology Medicine Show.
The Deep Ecology Medicine
Show is a collection of poetry,
music and slides illustrating the
intense devotion of Lone Wolf
Circles, Dakota Sid and Walkin’
Jim S to ltz to saving the
wilderness.
It’s far from being another
Sierra Club. Lone Wolf Circles
described the Sierra Club as be
ing no better than other “ cor
porate rapists’’ using the earth
as a resource to be exploited for
personal pleasure.
“ Sierra clubbers are like the
others arguing about en
vironmental matters like politics.

like Gary Hart’s sex life,’’ the
environmentalist hissed at his
audience.
This threesom e of selfproclaimed earth warriors came
to San Luis Obispo to raise funds
to save the California mountain
lion. One hundred twenty-nine
mountain lions were recently
sentenced to murder, shouted
Lone Wolf Circles, lamenting,
“ corporate rapists are spelling
the lions’ deaths with dollar
signs.’’
Unlike most of the Earth First!
events, this one did not end with
a protest and no one was ar
rested. “ We often follow the con

cert with an organized rally,’’
said Dakota Sid, a tall thin
guitar player. “ We blockaded
logging trucks and and bulldoz
ers in Oregon. It’s a really great
feeling when people go to jail for
a personal conviction.’’
The Earth First! headquarters
in New Mexico is still getting
letters from those arrested in
Oregon.
“ It (Earth First!) is a move
ment and to be a movement you
have to move. Intellectualism is
not enough, empathy is not
enough. You have to be monkey
wrenchers,” Lone Wolf Circles
growled at the audience.

Then he told how a group of
about 40 Earth Firsters crashed
a session of the New Mexico
Senate last year. “ We ran to the
middle of the chamber, held
hands and howled. And you
could look up and see these
senators all uptight and wearing
business suits — you know they
don’t have a sex life,’’ he laugh
ed.
The show that began with
mellow music and breathtaking
slides of Walkin’ Jim Stoltz’s
walk through thousands of miles
of wilderness ended with the
raucous howling of an audience
fired by the raw, primitive poetry
of Lone Wolf Circles.
The Deep Ecology Medicine
Show will be on the road travel
ing t h r o u g h W a s h i n g t o n ,
Oregon, California, Arizona and
possibly Colorado until June 18
or until funding runs out.

Cal Poly, CHP and county promote sober graduation
By Diane Zundel
staff Writer

Think of your best friend. Now, think of
your best friend dead.
This powerful message, a warning for
students who drive drunk, is one of the
many posters promoting the California
Highway Patrol’s annual “ Sober Gradua
tion.’’
Sober Graduation is a special awareness
campai gn targeting young drivers
celebrating graduation nights, proms and
end-of-school parties. The program is a
community-wide effort involving the CHP
and Cal Poly, Cuesta College and San Luis
Obispo County high schools.
The highway patrol supplies posters,
bumper stickers and window stickers with

statements discouraging students from
drinking and driving. It also provides
educational guidance with filmstrips on
dangers of driving drunk.
Representatives from schools and
members of SADD (Students Against
Driving Drunk), also participate by pro
viding activities such as written contracts
requiring students not to drink and drive
on graduation night, putting up displays
at schools, and organizing essay contests
on alcohol dangers.
Sober Graduation began in 1985, and
last year the CHP noted a 14.6 percent
statewide decrease in accidents involving
students between the ages of 15 and 18.
Cal Poly will promote alcohol awareness
by placing posters around campus and ads

in Mustang Daily and by distributing
bumper stickers. Also, the “ no-alcohol”
regulation during graduation ceremonies
will be strictly enforced.
“ We’re really going to enforce it this
year. We want to make people aware that
graduation is coming up and it’s time for
celebration, but that you don’t necessarily
have to do it with alcohol,” said Kathy
Hallgren, a health educator at Cal Poly’s
Health Center.
Hallgren said last year’s graduation
ceremony “ really got out of hand.” Stu
dents drank alcoholic beverages they had
hidden under their gowns and became so
rowdy that commencement speakers could
not be heard.
So in addition to promoting Sober

Graduation with pre-graduation activities.
Cal Poly will hire a security firm to con
fiscate alcohol during the ceremony.
Because there are “ more noticeable ar
rests” of students driving while intox
icated during June, when graduation cer
emonies occur, the CHP will have four ex
tra officers on patrol each weekend night
in San Luis Obispo County, said Capt.
Max Van Orsdel.
He said the CHP will not pay special at
tention to Cal Poly on its graduation day
because, unlike Poly Royal, “ we’ve never
noticed it as a problem.”
Road blocks in San Luis Obispo during
June will not be implemented, said Van
Orsdel, because the Supreme Court has
yet to declare them legal.
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The Least Expensive^
Student Housing
A vailab le

ACROSS THE STREET.
FROM CAL POLY!

s a n

u i s

o b i s p/

c a l i f o r n ia

Furnished 2-B edroóm IV 2 Bath Townhouses
A v a ila b le from

$176/m o p e r person ($160)*

ALL WITH MICROWAVE OVENS FOR FALL ’87
• The Closest Housing to Cam pus
• 5 M odern Laundry Facilities
• Private Park & BBQ Area Unique to Mustang V illa g e

• Group Meeting/Study Rooms
• C onvenience M arket on site for F a ll’87
HEY DORM REStrENTS
Tour Mustang Vlllog»
this Spring Si rocelvo a
FREE Hanos Beofy-T
Mustang Village shirt!

12 month discounted lease rate
Open: Mon-Sat 8-6
Sun 10-5

ONE MUSTANG DR.

IMCfflANG VlIXAGE

543-4950

